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SUREC proiect hay e the metal 
structure
 rebolted. he said. 
It is being speculated that 
this
 
delay will push 
the completion date 
to July 1989, Barrett said. 
The 
architect  requested that 
the 
metal studs,
 which hold the structure 
together . he 












An SJSC football 
player IA 
arrested 
in the pre -dawn
 hours file. 
day ill JOt! WC's(























 hooked into Santa 
Clara 
Counts Jail 
and is being 
held 
on S I 0.(/00 bail. 

















 As a red -shirt. 
Moore practiced 
with the team 


























the  crime 
report 


















 of West 
Hall. 
According

















































ter  she 



























medical  attention 
to 
the
 girl and 
then
 ran after 
two  men. 
who ran 
down
 the hall's 
stairwell.  
The 










inside West  Hall 
before taking 
Moore in. 





























million  for 
the
 10 -
month delay that 



























Barrett  said 
"lin sure that the (7hancellor's 
Office




million  is escessise 
hut I don't 
know
 






ws y said he is tired of the 
costly
 























being handled by 
SUBOD. that 
we're  not being 
included  in the 
deci-
sions 









his inability to an -
CI 
tille,11011 about the  
mined










conti tot s inake 
the 
changes  haye to















lion ).  
He 
said
 he can undo stand 
addi 
tional 
epenses  if a 
hurikaire  or air 
earthquake
 grew  
to knock rier 
the  
structure.  but not




















students shouldn't be charged bit it 





















Minihara.  a 






























Base  I 
Anson  
Daily 
staff  writer 
The 7 -year
-old  war between 
Iran and 
Iraq  will not 
end






 on U.S. policy in 
the Persian Gulf. 





 the subject of 
U.S.-Soviet  
interests in the 
region,  while politi-
cal science 







nations ot the Persian Gulf. 
"Its 




 a conclusion... Boll said. It's 
a 
very complex problem. and there 




Voth said it is critical to the 
United States' "vital interests" that 
Iran not be allowed to win the war. 
"That war has turned
 into a 
competition  
of resources, and Iran 
is 
winning 
the war." he said. "Even 
Jimmy  Carter said that the 
massive  


























































































to fight in 
the  conflict. 
However.  
atter 







 tone down, it 

















































































Lause  ot 
the  













































































































By 1.:thtin Garcia 
Daily 
staff  writer 
Despite 
reports
 to the contrary.
 
SJSI
 's new telephone







It's a hitch why 
dovrn hoe:. ',aid
 (iom.:2 who 
canic to campus




 couldn't get 








sent  to him 
SJSl.' 




















 rsxmis are 
scheduled  to 
remain
 
on the 277 line 
















 iiski i 
110 










were  made 


























been  made to 
us as f at as I 
know 
.  
Housing I biector Willie 'frown 













been  the 
most
 CI 1111t11011 
IV-
-Thank God 
I got a human 
being." 
said
 a recent caller to Jea-
nette Failing. of the 
administration  
of rustice department. 
"For 
two weeks I've been
 try-




said  Shelia 
inns, who found it easier
 to wait in 
the Admissions
 and Records 
Office  
























We're  in the process of 
get-











 "lira I .10 
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tion to the 
CSU  
trustees during a 
closed 
meeting Nov.




















anes  Darly staff photographer
 
SIM' health educator Oscar Battle 
demonstrates  "Smoking Sam" 




Honi. who has 
been president 
























of the trustees. 
HoweYer. she
 
would  not reveal their 






















announced  last 
week  during the 
1,, 












Daily staff writer 
Put down 
that cigarette.







Dont  you know what
 




In cooperation w ith the 
American  Cancer Society. 
SJSUs Student 
Health
 Service is ask my the university 
community to participate hy pledging not to smoke for 
the day or to 
adopt  smokers 
and encourage them 
not  to 




theme  of the
 annual 
esent  is "Join
 
the  
Smoke Free Generation... 
Smokers  interested
 in 
weer%  ing 
pledge cards 
may 




dent Union from 10 &Ill ill 1 pan 
today  









Oscar Battle. health 
educator
 for the Student Health 

















program for non-smokets ho 
would  like to 
prevent
 
someone  else trom
 smoking
 
tor a do 
rhe non-smoker's 'oh. as 
staled  on the adoption 





































 for the University 
and 
the 
University  Community 
by the 










Deborah G. Guadan. Editor 
David 




















Hunter Elkins, National Advertising 
Manager 
Cheryl 
Chaffin, Special Sections 
Manager
 
Lisa Emery, Downtown Retail 
Manager  
Eva 
Spring,  Art Director 
John Churillo, 
Marketing  Manager 







The Spanan Daily would like to hear 
from you our readers. 
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and 
suggestions are encouraged. By listening to 
our 
readers
 we can better serve 
the campus 
community.  
Letters to the 
editor  can be on any topic. 
However personal
 attacks and letters in poor 
taste will not be published. 
All letters may be 




 and the Daily reserves
 the right to limit 
the
 number of letters 
on
 a given topic after 
a 
sufficient
 amount of comment has appeared. 













second Boor of Dwight Bente' Hall or to the 
Student
 Union information  
desk. 
Editorials are the 
opinion
 of a 
majority 
of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They 
run 
with  a byline 




Daily editors write a 
weekly  col-
umn.
 The rest of the editors 
and  reporters 
v. 
rite  columns 













bill  is a threat to trade  
Cu.-rently,  the U.S. 
House  and Senate 
trade
 bills are 
in joint conference 




 has more to do 
with
 political favors anti 
pork 
barrel 
politics  than maybe 
last




bill  threatens to 
unsettle
 global markets. 
since it 
threatens






 and mandatory 
retaliation.  Passage 
of this 
protectionist trade 
bill  would trigger a 




 the Demmrats 
playing 
such
 high stakes 







undertones  of a troubled
 economy. the 
Democrats 
would 
like  to 
count




year to ride  





 risk% assumptions 
 that the 
voters  will view the 
trade 
issue  as they do, 
and  that they can 
convey to the 
electorate  a coherent










need a full tank
 of integrity for
 the ride into 
the  
White House. However. they 
will
 run 









Cartoonist  shouldn't dump
 on City 
Editor.  
In his Nov. I I cartoon. Bill Lukas equates Spartan 
City to a dump. I live in that "dump"
 with with my w ile 
and two children.
 It is not 






and interest over the years is oh% ions to 
all who drive by. 
But we don't have Mom and Dad to 
help us. and 
Spartan City gives us a chance
 to get ahead while raising 
a family. 
We
 sacrifice style and comfort for the future. 
Just remeniber when you drive by that "dump" that 
every apartment contains a family in the process of jug-
gling work. school. study and family in an Won to suc-
ceed. That is especially true now. with Gail  Fullerton 
again 
trying  to pull the rug out from under us. We need 













 aware of the 
concept  that says 
there  is no free 






choose not to name. 
I 




 it went up 
almost
 10 
cents a can!). 














 its piojects better. Two examples of this in-
clude the 
timing  ot the installation  of the new 
phone  sys-





 of Spartan City 
I.ike most students in this college.
 I 
do 
not 11%e in 
the complex in question. As 
an aspiring engineer. I have 
an appreciation tor the 
fragility  of buildings that most 
think are strong eVeft the 
one  I live in. However, if 
the university has niade 
promises  to the students cur-
rently
 living in the family housing complex. then the 
University has a legal obligation to house the residents 
and should fulfill it. 






blame the Spartan 















 to the 
Spartan  Daily. and a debt 
of gratitude  for 
publishing  my Nov. I I 
letter to the 
editor 















 a "direct" quote 






Independence.  that 
should ha% 
e icad."all men are created 
equal.'  The pub-
lished error 
would  lead 
the reader
 to believe that men 
were once created equally. and that the statement is no 
longer true. The statement written by Thomas Jefferson, 







 first line. I stated 
that if 
the 
Constitution would continue 
to be insulted and "re-
fitted" for the times. it NOUld find that the very 
founda-
tion of our Democracy would jepordized.
 "Refitted'. 
was 




Mean that the 
Constitution
 can be 
"re -ratified"
 each time 
there  was a 
dispute. This is 
completely  false. as John Marshall said. 
the "Constitution is paramount
 law " That is. it stands 
above  law. in order  to protect
 the essence of America. If 
WANT TO 
ATTRACT  


















 be changed 
at
 the will of 














forgotten  in 
'80s 
F.ti i tor , 
Richard Motroni makes many solid 
points  in his 
Oct.
 29 column about '60s generation 
leaders who have 
criticized today's youth. 
Yes.
 today's youth have done 
some 
good things through aid concerts and college 
pro-
tests over U.S. money in South Africa. And 
yes. the '60s 
kids
 made a big mistake with 
their emphasis on drugs. 
And yes, the violent enounters
 with police. death in Viet 
Nam.  and assassinations prevented the '60s from being 
"wonderful...  
On the other
 hand. the '60s group
 did make some 
things better for 




 20 -year -olds might be 
dying in Central America
 
or somewhere else 






energy and other problems 
would be worse today.
 Without civil rights 
marches.  
blacks
 may not have gained
 the level of equality
 that they 
have today. The same is true 
for the women's 
movement.
 
And give Joan Baez, Lou Reed and Abbie 
Hoffman  
a little credit: today's youth are not
 noted for their social 
concern. 
Today's  youth are extremely concerned about 
their
 personal well being  car. clothes. good job. 
sta-
tus.  partying. 
Just look around this campus. And though I have 
never seen clear-cut 
statistics,
 apparently a majority or 
near majority of young
 voters favored and may still favor 
Ronald Reagan 
---  his cronies and their ilk were on the 
"bad' 
' side in the '60s. They've been proven wrong. and 
they're
 still running things. 
The '60s generation tried to accomplish a 
lot,  ac-
complished a little. then gave up. They
 sold out. became 
materialistic yuppies. 
Today.  they embrace many of the 
same viewpoints they disliked or even despised in their 
parents.  Joan Baez and the rest have no right to 
say much 
about 
today's youth because their 
own peers gave up on 
their own ideals. 
The '60s 




 backs on them. They had 
potential,  and now 
it 
appears
 it will be unrealized. 
They  started out on a new 
road to a better
 place. and now they're 
on the same old 
road. Their 
brains fossilized by the 
age of 40. They've 
taken the easy 
way out and expect 
today's youth to "pick
 
up the
 torch.'' Isn't that 
hypocrisy'  








 bins needed 
here  
Ed i tor 
We represent 





 The problem of 
natural  resources
 
will soon be one 








 the other nations put together. 
When you 
apply the 







with  a scary picture.
 Raw 
materials such 
as minerals and 





- once our natural 







We feel there are 
two solutions to this 
dilemma.  
One, change our




 two. recycle these same
 materials so they can 
benefit us 
and keep a steady
 supply of 
materials
 avail-





 we would be able  to enjoy some 
fringe 
benefits,  such 
as 
pollution  and litter being greatly re- , 
duced and 






We would like 
to set up perrnanent receptacles 
around the 
campus  especially for 
the  
purpose  of 
collect-
ing aluminum  cans.
 This is a program that 
has heen es-
tablished at many 
university  campuses around the coun-
try. 
Our group will have an information table about re-
cycling in the Student
 
llnion  
today.  and we 
welcome  stu-
dent input










confuses  INS 
The 
Immigration  and 
Naturalization  Service 
is 
knowingly ripping 
apart  families by the thousands 
in this country,. and they
 are not indicating that any
 
repair is in sight. 
Last month the INS




minors  who entered into 
the
 
United States illegally 
might not he given a bus ride
 
to their home country if their 
parents
 qualify for 
legal status. Hey, that's great. 
But the INS
 failed to make promises 
fin a sim-
ilar 
protection  to 
spouses
 who do not 
qualify  for le-
galization 
under the 
Immigration  Control 
and Re-






 can prove continuous 
residency




Jan. I 1982 can
 receive legal 
status  if they 
apply 








It' s a process the INS expected tOur million 
people to take advantage 
of. But now at midway. 
less than a million have 
applied.  
So now.
 the INS which is known to change 
laws every week OT two.
 according to one San Jose 
immigration processor

















 INS even know 
why 
people  
are  not 
coming 
forward?  
It's simple. The INS
 has trouble reaching 
peo-
ple. and 
people have trouble 
reaching the INS. 
The INS 
has done its part, 
right?
 But the SI I 
million dollar ad 
campaign which 


























 about this commu-
nicant' 
gap. But does the INS? 
If INS 
Commissioner
 Alan C. 
Nelson  knew 
what 
was going on. the
 niillions of 
potential  reNi 
dents 
would  also
 have a 
hint 




that's not the 
case.  And their 
policies
 and 
promises prove it. 
Jose  is a  
typical
 amnesty 






Latin  America 
be-






came  alone. 




 came to a new be-

















 a job and 




to join him. 
But under the new 
immigration
 law - which 
has always 
seenied  too good 
to he 
true (wonder 






 because the 
INS was 


































And  it 
shows 
what  the law is doing
 to 
hundreds  of thou-
sands of families
 in the U.S. 
In 
Jose's 







































overwhelming  turnout for 
amnesty.  










easy.  They 
can live 
up to 











can  live ille-
gally. most 





 pan of the












thx:umentatition.  stiff 
fines
 vvill
 he laid 
down



































































































































meeting  from I() 



























































from  noon to 1 
p.m.  toclay in Sweeney









present  learning 
techniques for 
effective  interviews 
at
 I p.m. today 
in the Student Union 
Almaden 
Room. Call  
Cheryl








Union will hold a 
loan department 
meeting  at 2 p.m. t(xlay.
 Call Iris 




Career Planning and 
Placement  
will present
 a co-op orientation at 
3:30 p.m. today in the Student 
Union 
Umunhurn
 Room. Call Che-





The Christian Science Organi-
zation will hold a testimony meeting 
at 3:30 p.m. today in 
the Student 




245-2389  for information.  
For the Record 
The Spartan 
Daily is com-
mitted to accuracy. Any signif-
icant error brought to an edi-
tor's attention will be 
corrected.  
If you notice something 
which you know is incorrect, 
please write to the Spartan 
Daily. San Jose State Univer-






Serving the San Jose State 
University 
Community  




tlast potity, pod an SJI1 
Menthe,
 ot Nextpaper 
Publisher.  At, 
...on




hy San /ow Stale noverkely dune., 
the toiler 
year the minor,. expretted
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...nation
 or an, trudeni or la ullk organoratoon klad 
sulknpliont 
aucpled  J ITF1111/1def ol 
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panl lot Attratated Sin 
dent. al 4/ 




21111 Adkrentiny 42.1 
Pruned by Fntke 
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I any Aragon 
Nancy  Nadel 
Jeff
 Crooke. 
I orn I 
/whip 
Stephen
 I anon 
Mark I oyer 
Wad Mangn 
Page Horgel limber 























Manager  I 
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Seelig  I urn 
St.o 
MOn  I OVel 
The 
National  Speech 
Language  
Hearing Association









 at 4 p.m. 
t(xlay in 
Sweeney Hall Room 120. Call 
Eliza-
beth Torres 
at 241-5566 for 
informa-
tion.  
   
The 







 on "Superconductivity  
Above 100K: 
The  Importance of the 




at 4 p.m. 
tc)day in Science
 Building Room 
258.
 Call Dr. Carel Boekma at 924-
5260 for 
information.  
   
The 
Math  and Computer  Sci-
ence Club will present 
speaker 
David Barnette on the
 topic "Why 
are 
Manhole Covers Round?" at 4 
p.m.




   
Gay and Lesbian 
Alliance will 
show
 a movie at 4:30 p.m. today in 
the 
Student
 Union Pacheco 
Room.  




 for information. 
   
MEChA will have a meeting at 
5:30 p.m. today in the Chicano Re-
sorce 
Center  on the third flocir of 
Wahlquist Library. Call Jenny 
G. 
Hernandez at 277-8240 for informa-
tion.  
   
African Awareness Planning 
Committee is holding a meeting at 6 
p.m. today. Call Nehanda Imara at 
924-2575 for information. 
   
SJSU Karate Club will be spon-
soring Shorinji
 Karate Seminars 
taught by Master twat) Tamotsu 
today at 6 p.m. and Saturday Nov. 
21 at 10 a.m. A tournament will be 





   
The SJSU 
Social
 Dance Club 
will hold dance practice from 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. today in the Student Union 
Umunhurn Room. Call Mimi Mar-
quess at 279-9680 for information. 
   
The 
SJSU 
Kendo  Club will
 pre-
sent Japanese sword lighting from 7 
p.n). to 9 p.m. today. Call Alyne at 
371-6134 for information. 
   
The Cycling Club will hold a 
general meeting at 7 p.m. in the Stu-
dent Union
 Montalvo Room. Call 
Rick at 279-2527 for information
 
   
Theatre arts department
 is pre 
senting
 William 
Shakespeare's   'The 
Winter's Tale- at 











   
Student  Affiliates of the Ameri-
can 
Chemical
 Society. will present 
professor John D. Hostettler speak-
ing on "Real Life Applications in 
Geochemistry"
 at 12:30 p.m. to-
morrow in Duncan Hall 
Room  505. 




   






 for robotics at 
12:30  p.m. tomorrow in Engineering 





   
The English department will 
have a faculty reception from 3 
p.m. 
to 6 p.m. tomorrow in Faculty Of-
fice 1'04. Call Martha McNeely at 
924-4426, ext. 
2-2362  for informa-
tion.  
   
Campus Ministry' will have a 
prayer retreat from from 5 p.m. 
to 10 
p.m. tomorrow. Call Norb Firnhaber
 
at 298-0204 for information. 
   
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
will  
have a worship service
 at 10:45 a.m. 
Sunday  in the chapel at 3(X) S. 
loth  
St. Call Norb 
Firnhaber  at 298-0204 
for information. 
   
Hillel Jewish Student 
Organiza-
tion 





 of Jews in 
Nazi- occupied 
Europe."  Brunch is 
at noon and the lecture
 is at 1 p.m. 
Sunday 
at 3(K) S. 10th St. Call Dan 
Dorfman at 294-8311 for informa-
tion.
 
   
Newman Center will 
hold  a 
worship and 
mass at 6:30 p.m. and 
8 
p.m. 
Sunday  at the 
chapel  at 
300  S. 












IAP1   - 
California
 Democrats prefer New 
York Gov. 
Mari() Cuomo to any of 
the declared 





according  to a new 
California  Poll. 
"If he jumped 
in. there's no 
question he 
would  steal the show,' 
poll 






Jackson leads the 
declared  




Dukakis  second. 
The 
poll
 asked registered 
Dem-
ocrats







 by Jackson 
with 37 
percent
 and Dukakis at 32 
percent.  
Nonstarters 
Sen.  Bill Bradley 
of New Jersey 
and Sen. Sam Nunn 
of Georgia 










at 22 percent. Sen.












































 who likes 
interesting 















































































 28 to 
Novembei  
13 and
 has a 









































 under an 
escalatoi
 . at the 
Kiii,2.,
 rioss 











 on the Under-
ground
 










evao  numbei 
01 
dead and 
injured  was not 
knov,ii  lint said. 
" Vs's. believe around 28 were 
killed.
-
































Id not confirm that report. 
Tele 
\ mon ikitilai2C 























()ne 1111111. Vk 








woe  going down into
 the 
Underground.
 AVe sav, 
a woman and a 
man coming 
up 1 he 
man had all his hair
 burned off and his 
face 






 as screaming." 
Anothet
 said tiles v.alked











 said -We lust ran out. There
 was 
smoke e 
\ he' e and 
total  
eontmoon.-
Foul 1 ondon 
Undeiground  lines 
go















mishaps  continue 
It 
WU
 Sll, \tunic 
Corps  
%sing  son) 
mantle' 
has harmed 






 the latest III .1 sellei. 
h,Red
 a pilot to parachute 
into 
the chill osean attei dal k 
The !stolidity night clash 
of




miles  off San 






commandet  ol 








Elie ss lude, duce V A-18 squadrons. 
each will 




minutes  after the crash












 I st 1 t 
Thomas  A 
Drechsler.  25. of Mis-
sion Vicui 
















 set. lucks to husk! been 
picked
 up. If 
he 
had been out Moe
 (ix ernight. he 
probably  
wouldn't
 has e 
made
 it." 




flying  over the 
Naval  Air Station 




two hours before 
Drechslet









Navy  Cmdr. Olin Briggs. 



















out  an engine fire. 














 in 1979. At least 
four
 of this 
year's  
crashes were due 
to 
engine
 fires. said 
Miller  
According to 




than three F -A-18 crashes in a year. 
Investigators 
have
 been unable 
to find a 
common
 
thread linking 'the engine fires,
 Miller said. Seseral 
fires 
were
 in the front compressor area of the engine.
 





blades in the iets 
twin engines 
have
 been breaking from metal 
fatigue 
 
a problem that can lead 
to engine fires the 
Navy 
issued a directive 
last month to 











 arteries open 
ANAHEIM (AP) Tin). permanent 
metal 





them ()pen and thereby help 
prevent heart attack, 
proving 
to
 be safe and 
effective







made of braided wire mesh so the) 
can be compressed for insertion
 and then expanded 
inside 
clogged  aneries. are intended to 
prevent
 the 
common problem of re
-blockage
 of arteries that have 




said Tuesday at the annual meeting of the American 
Heart Association. 
The balloon 




 about 150,(XX) to 200,(XX) times a year m the 
United States. said Dr. Ronald Vlietstra of the Mayo 
Clinic in Rochester, Minn. 
Angioplasty
 can be done with a short hospital 
stay at a cost of about $5.0(X).
 It has allowed many 
patients  to forego heart bypass surgery. which
 re 















that have been opened by angioplasty
 
be(  
clogged again within two to six months. Vile's'', 
said.  
The metal tubes. called sterns, can be permit 
nently inserted at the time of the angioplasty. and it ap 
pears they will keep the artery open by providing a 
kind of scaffolding that
 
cannot
 be compressed 
again
 
once it has been opened inside
 the artery. 
"We're












Dr. Gary Roubin of Emory University in Atlanta. 
Use of stents 
might
 add 55(10
 or SI .000 to the 
cost of angioplasty.
 he said. 
. 
Roubin directs one of two groups in the United 
States 































































 Arra s nutrd)nnal needs lot 
over


















San  Jose, CA  
(408)  993-2211 
































626 Town & 
Country
 
Village.  San 
Jose 
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no longer a theory. it's a 
tact And tot 
me. Mars a sad fact. 
Candlestii.l.
 Park may not




 it is a unique 
park  'there 
was 
alw ay s 
something
 special about




 play . 
eke'





toi get that Candlestick












 and v.atch 



























the Tallied  from
 




 than memorable 
games  were 
memorable 





sseren't  key 
moments  
of a game  
mind 
you But 



















ot a luxury. 
box 
With particles of 
glass
 fly  mg 
about.
 se,. mity 
in that 
section. 
the  one 
I sk as 
sitting  in, had 








 for their 
safety.  I 
voluntecied 
to sit in the bullpen.
 but Ihe 
problem
 
wasn't that had. 
"II the 
probleni  
does  get 
had.
 we 
vcill  ask 
you 
to 












 vk as the 
night game














 had a 
chance
 to get it. 
hut  it 













were  about 
as ennui s iat lc 
as tans can 
be 
fliere was the day. 
Mien .. 
old lady . in 
the exeitement








sacrifice  fly. 
grabbed 




















There  vs as 
excitement
 in the air 














hay e talked 
about
 for years
 It was 
quite 








that game. I 
didn't  









Old t trend. 
Atte,
 y 
'siting you tin 17 years.




longer ss anted. I 
will 
still sisit you for as long 
as the 
Giants  play 
there.
 But atter 
1994.  v. ho knows. 
Candlestick







 for ine. The 







Irs going to he hard 
to realize  that 




 host another 
Giants  
game.
 The 'Stick 






any  yt 











Stadium.  etc. 
But  
Candlestick?  It doesn't
 
look






 lest k Park 




 Foyer, the 
assistant 








remain  in the 






Jaclison  186 818 4 4 
Saxon
 









































































































NO YDS AvG LNG 







39 290 7 6 61 
3 8 






8 7 28 
19 488 25 7 
24 mackshea, 
12 252 21 1 34 
1147. FIKI0u04,mps 
2 13 6 5 13 
1 
25 
25 0 25 
18 Stewed 
1 10 
10 0 10 
RU4NING 
S 
VVells  1 9 








1 4 40 4 
13 
OPP  
37 801 21 6 49 


























































































Avg  per play 
8.3 5.9 
401198 2388 49 4 12 14 








 AvG TD Plays 
831 810 
61 561 9 2 









9 7 3 
Fumbles  lost 29 14 
3718
 
28 468 16.5 4 Penalties
 yards 133999 84 726 
KICK RETURNS
 













 25 or more) - 
McCloud 12 i86 t5.5 i 
Kidney 









60. Resnick 59. Frasch 50. 




10.5  0 
Taylor 
04.  Hutcherson 
















14 or more) - 










 6. Sand -








 (2 or 
OPP 198 
2388 121 12 
more) 
- T Wells 3 Alcantara 2, Alex -
PUNTING ander 
2.




INTERCEPTIONS (2 or 









C011 3. Taylor 3. Frasch 2 
2 





48 1773 38 5 53 morel
















































No.  2 
Ne-
i,' aska in the  
Orange
 































 will eat well 
S 
1 I . South 
Korea
 (API 
Some I ; 
athletes








voth "the hest tood- in the history. 





tee said Tuesday 
"'We 
are sure 




Seoul  Oly inpics
 will 
be hest 
ex.er." Park Seh-tik said 
at a 




































Samaranch is in Seoul for a 
four




























































































west  of 
campus  
"V* e rehearsed enough 
dunng  
the Asian Games last 


















will offer seven 
different kinds of 














The menu will also include typ-







Kalhi (broiled beef rib) and rice 
punches and cakes. 
The food is 54 percent in com-
mon 
that  can be 
enjoyed
 
by all races. 
It also v. ill be 2 percent Asian. 12 
percent 
West  European. 10 percent 
North and South American. 10 per-
cent East 
European. 6 percent Ko-

















































 Chic() State 
Tuesday
 night at 
the Spartan









 domination: tnore 
ex-
perienced
 wrestlers, eel). leads and 
the
 :Ability to stall for 
long periods of 
time near the end of the match.
 
"Going int()
 tonight's match. I 
knew that Chico State
 was a tough. 
experienced 
team." said Spartan 
coach 
Kevin  Hejnal. "They were 


























 early lead in the
 
first 






















had  a 
chance
 to close in with
 a reverse 
takedown that 
would have 
given  him 
the win. Yet. he 
was unable to make
 
the 
conversion  and 
Chico
 State led 





















Front Desk Clerk 
PBX Operators 
















5101  Great 
America  PIAvy. 
No 









KNOW . . . 
 85°/c. of Supreme 
Court Justices 
 76%









 7 out of 10 
listed in who's
 who 







KNOW  . . . 
Each year 
sororities  and 
fraternities donate 
seven 







Courtesy  of 
SJSU 
Panhellenic  







takedowns  gave 
Ramire/ four points at  the end of the 
first period. while A'hew 
could  man-
age only one










going into the thud period and it was 
then that 
Ramire/
 began what 
would  
be a long series of shit ling tactics by 
Chico State. 
Although Ramire/ was penal-
i/ed a point for constant stalling. it 
V. 
:isn't  enough to 
help Chew's 
,:ause.









Spartans  knew they 
had  to 






-pounder  Greg 
Eissner 
who chalked a 9-4 victory 
mei- Chico., Joe Brown. 
ismer took an early lead 
in the 
first period with a takedown. 









hip  tackle 
and a 




than  enough 
to post a 6-3 
win. 




Spartan Joe Zamlich hope to defeat 
Walter
 Ulrich in the I42 -pound 
match to tie it up. but lost 9-7. 
After Chico State's Dave Watts 
heat Martin Navarrette 6-4 in the 
150 -pound 
match.  the 
Spartans
 
found themsets  
es






















 was the 





























 only to 
see Box 
tie it up 
again 
with a 




















 he would 
be going for 
my left 
leg. so I went 
for the ride." 
Profit) suid. 
"Ve'hen  he did grab me. 
it felt loose.







 for the Spartans. 
SJSU's
 Shane Baum 
lost a 11-6 de-
cision to Brent 
Cranig  in the 167 -
pound contest. 
while Spartan Scott 
Benson lost 




167 -pounder Jesus 
Me-
ccas 
was moved up 
to 
the 190 -pound 
category 







 Mike Beyma 
pinned Meccas 
with 53 seconds












pinned with I:I I  left 





 Presents .. 
Samuel P. 
°liner  




RESCUERS OF JEWS 
IN NAZI OCCUPIED EUROPE 
Sunday, November 22, 1987 
line' Offices. 300 So.





























For reservations and directions, call 
Hiliel  at 
294-8311  

























Nov.  20, 7:00 & 9:30 pm. 
Sat.,  




22, 4:00, 6:30 
& 9:30 pm. 















































































































player  in 
the t 
nited 









 class, will compete 
in the 
Judo
 World Chem -
pi llll ships in Essen. West Germany Saturday. 
Asano
 
wins  at U.S.
 
Open  
By Hans I ngehr
 ll l se l 
Daily 








 the recent 










 as the No. 1 
judo player in the
 nation in 
the I32 -pound 
weight  class. 
"Kevin canoe 
out  on 
top.
 He 









sone. *but with this 
win. he now 
is 
ranked No. 1." 
Asano is now 
considered
 the prime  
candidate 
to fill 













 the first 
round  of the 
Olympic trials  
in
 February to earn a 
spot. Even if he was 
to lose in the 
first round or the 
trials, he would 
be
 given a 
second
 
chance  tto 




24 -year -told SJSE senior 
came
 to Sall Jose in 
1985,  after 
training  for tv,to 
y ear s in 
Japan.  He began 
studying judo when he was seven. 
and.  as the son 01 
a 
military' 








Japan  and 
Caitlin  
111,1  
"In Okinawa. I was 




 club." Asano 
said.




training  in Japan.  though 
The school 1 . was stay ing 
at. 
Tokai. is the best 
university
 
in Japan. I was there tor two
 
years getting 
beat tip, then 
I canoe
 to 
San  Jose State.
 I 
canoe here because it's the 
best
 judo school in the na-
tion.''
 
In judo competition, a 






throw.  a 







the  gold at the U.S. Open toy displaying his ver-
sitality . defeating his opponents ith 
throws. a choke 
and an 
arinhar.  
"I  wish I could have 
pinned  someone. fix).  Asano 
said. "That
 would have been 
greats.'  
"Kevin V. :IS 
fighting  
very 
aggressiyely  lie 
was 
killing 
those  giiv s.'
 
said























first 10 ,e,iondt. of 
the inatch 



















ware.  SJSU 
coach Dick
 Schwen-
dinger  wants the top 
spot. 
"We have a good






about  the Spar-







 one of 
the 

















 in the 
top 10 in four 










It earned a 
seventh place 
finish  at the 
Stanford/Pepsi  











 home a 
second 
place  and at 
the USF 
Invitational







 said the 
Spartans 
can do 










 first half." 
he said 
"We
 can still 
dto better. 
but  at least 
we 
didn't  fall on our 
face."  




semester  will be 
tile Santa 
Flarbara  Sand 
Piper  Invitational
 (on 










want tto gain 





 have tto show the 
golfing 
world that 
we can win one." 
Schwendinger  
said.  



























































 He shot a 65 
in 



























total  of 





























































still  im 
prove.
 
Senior Drew Ham's SNIT112 is 
the one Scliv,endinger is hoping 
comes alive for the second halt 





pointment as he has yet to finish 
lower
 than 






should toe a 
joieinwi
 
player. but he is in 
the dull drums 
right 
now."  Schwendingei said
 
Hartt averaged 74 5 tor 40 
rounds  last year, but is only
 
averag-


















DALLAS i AP) -- The 
South-





 nationally in bas-
ketball
 this year than it did in foot-
ball. 
The SWC has some young, tal-






Texas A&M  lost to Duke 58-
51. Texas Christian
 fell to Notre
 
Dame 58-57 
and Houston lost 
to 
Kansas 66-55 last March in the first 
round of the NCAA Tournament. 
However,  









 will see (one or 
possibly two teams 
in our league that 
might be as good as most teams 
around,"  said 
Baylor  
Coach  Gene 
!ha, whose Bears 
tell to Little Rock -
Arkansas by a point in the first round 
of the
 National Invitation 
Tourna-
ment.  '1 see 
Arkansas
 having niore 
(overall talent




 have had in 



















 from the team
 that placed 














believe  we 
could  head 
into 
league 
play with a 





"We  have 
two  All-SWC 
players retuming
 and 1 
think they are













Bears a 1-2 
punch  








































































































 in double 
fig 
ures in 






























 7 -foot -1 
center Ro-
lando 
Ferreira.  a 











Houston a factor in the race. 




 be the first thing we 




Texas  and Texas 
Tex:11 also could 
surprise.
 





Tournament.  prompting Coach 
Shelby 
Metcalf
 to declaie. 
"Every-
body needs 
to draw,' to a 
Royal Flush 
once in their life...
 
 Y,tio 'II 
need












"We'll have a lot of new 
players
 There is 
a talent gap 
be-
tween S \IC 
and 











 Tech (oach 
Gerald 

















 he the 
best. ' ' 
Part Time





Call jonathan at Buck Smith 




Get a Free Samurai
 Cover. 
Just bring in this ad when you purchase 

































ekilS Christian. last 
v cat's reg 
ular season
 champion. was 
hard  hit 
by graduation losses. 
"We don't 
have  a lot of 
experi-
ence and we're small. 
said Coach 
Moe 









noark .  
That..
 the case for the most m 
the SWC as 
the  league hopes to 
prove on an 
0-4 postseason
 






























































behav  ior It 
Yr as Red the 
edge 
Asano 
needed  to win 
the 
match.
 and thus 













training  w ith Iiiin 
in 
mind.




Liddy  fights. so 
he
 v, as sx ell -
tuned
 tor 
him  Ey 





















the tournament was held. 
is more 
than a node ahoy e sea 
level.
 and it was a 
great 






 to it. Fighting 
a series of 
five-minute  matches 
proved
 
tto be exhausting fior many 
of the athletes. 
"I've Seen there a 
lot  of 
times. 
so 
l'in used to 
the 
torture
 ot the altitude...





 there. in '82. I 
burned
 my throat









Winning the t '.S. Open adds to an impressive list of 
%1 III`, 





year  He 
took second 




tiist at the Collegiate.. third at the Senior Nationals and 
I 
lust





 Saturday to 





for  the Vv'orld 
C'hampionships.  Also 























the No I 'tido 
players
 in the nation in 
their  
respective  
Edwards to manage 
Cleveland


























ielined  Wednesday to 
man-
ilw team in 1988 
I dvy aids 






after  taking 
ei 
Jolly




















he and new team 









 a pitching 
staff  that 
had 
a 5 28 earned run 
average. 
also 




"When  you finish 
last. 
you 
have to he open 
tto  anything." the 
50





hav e to listen to unN 
otters 
don't 
think you can say 




































































































 ot SJSU musi-
cians  and a 
Los Angeles recording 
artist 
brought  both soothing and 
si,-
/ling  sounds to those gathered in the 
Music Concert Hall Tuesday 
night.
 
A group of about 500 heard mu-
sician 
Justo Almario and the SJSU 
"Big












selection  titled "Tiptoe." 
"Tiptoe'. had 
everything  a jar/ 
piece 









and a nice variation of 
sounds 
Out of all the pieces the Rig 
Rand 
played,  the audience seemed to 
enjoy the solo
 selections the most. 
Diana 
Tucker,  who played the 








Rut Tucker was not the only 
performer who kept the audience's 
attention.
 
Todd Clickard gave an 
out-
standing presentation with his solo 
performance as well. 
Anyone who ever wondered 
how
 to play the tenor 
saxaphone
 
should have v,aitcheti Clickard. His 
coordination to the instrument was 
absolutely incredible. 
Rut this was only a teaser com-
pared
 to the rest
 of 
the  evening. 
From the time Justo Almario 
began playing to the very end. the 
Los Angeles 
jai/
 musician' Justo 
audience stith 
sweet  savant   
audience  was in a 
trance
 
"I feel that I am a man of many 
blessings.-  
said  Imam,. as lie 
began 
to play his tit 
111C,
 
Almario began his 
hist pertor 
mance ol tlie 






















The song that seemed 
to capture 









soothes the Modern 
Jazz Ensemble with 
S.IM  "Big Band." Ai
-
sounds
 during the markt has
 recorded two successful
 jaw. albums. 
env e vi as 

















 Reynolds. a 
junior  at 
siS 
' ' I definitely
 
want





































an outstanding artist in 
the recording 
and music industi . 
He









and conductor  He is 












 1 1 nv.ei 
belt. 
ever









By Edwin Garcia 
Ka,I And \ 
liii111,1
 .il e lite ( ,, 
The 20th 
Annual  Staff 
Recogni-  







ceremony will honor 59 












the stint tor 
then 







 for those 
that
 \vele
 I leie .7.1y 
eai 
ion," 







tor of personnel. 
Milioto 
anti  deputy personnel 
director Nita 
Kast






 were sent to current 
employees 
marking their 15th, 20th. 
or 25th
 









the event v,as held 
in the faculty start
 dining room at 




has turned into a S12.50 dinner. Oc-
cupying
































































Each  is 
ex-
pected to 














































By 1-orraine Grant 
patty staff
 writer 
SJSU students filled the Student 
Union Almaden Room Tuesday to 
find out more about "Careers in the 
Emerging Field of Inforntation Re-
source Manangement.''
 
"It's an emerging field 
because 
it's  developing.' said Margaret 
Wilkes of the Career 
Planning  and 
Placement Field. 
"For
 those who are interested
 
they need to talk to someone who is 
in 
the field because that's where 
they're going to get their experi-
ence,'  ' Wilkes said. 
Four panelists front various 
companies  and backgrounds shared
 
with students how they got started in 
the career world. how to prepare 
themselves
 while 





AilyS to advance on the 
job. 
All of the panelists shared with 
students what they look for in a per-





 for people who 
have a gtiod









"I like working with the com-
puters 
and 




































































































 v% ay to do it is 
to 
become 























 than stunt:one 
I 
know how 

































































































































SAT.  NOV. 
21 AT 8:00
 PM 
STUDENT  UNI()N 
BALLROOM 
STUDENTS $8.00, 








































thing that's eel 
done lolUs
 







































system for the 
pool 
area 
had not been 
previously  consid-
ered nor 
had  its cost. Flarrett
 said. 
He 
explained  an alarm 
system 
would be needed

























 alartn systems  
a closed 
circuit devise or a 
double  
beam system 
- are being consid-




they  want 
pitoxi)isic tor the $1.5 
million  swimming 
Which ever system 
is selected, 
it will be hooked up by. the members 






 is also being 
considered  for 
hich bids
 will be taken
 next week 
for
 the installation, Barrett said. 
Plants,  shrubs 
and vines 
will  




will  be added to ex-
tend the  patio to 
the fence area. In-
stallation  of the wooden fence struc-
ture
 began on Monday. 
Completion
 of the landscape is 
expected
 for December, in 
time for 
the Aquatic 
Center's  January open-
ing. 
"There will 
not be a problem
 
with opening it 
by
 January, at the be-
ginning of the semester because 
things
 seem to be progressing... Flar-
rett said. 
The city of 
San Jose and the 
California  State University Chancel-
lor's Office reached 
a resolution 
concerning a proposed $300,000 
for 
the hook up to the city's 




Since  the 






the  pool, and




But  a hook-up






Landry,  CSU con-
struction  inspector.
 
Relatives remember massacre 
OAKLAND 
tAPi
 - The ninth 
don't get involved 
in cults.'  
animal memorial  service for the 
913 

















 by a handful of people "It 
wasn't
 a turnout. but 
we 
N'ednesday  to remember
  not keep 
trying.  There's no use 
in letting 
mount
 the dead. said a 
woman
 it die. Too 
many










died  to for- 
Norwood  and 
Lewis 





 atives, including their mother.
 in a 
































something  front 
























work  only  1030
 The Alameda,














 reall wanted was 
to spend
 Thanksgiving
 with his 
family. 
W'hat 
he got was 
three  days with
 the turkey. 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS 
A 
JOHN
 HUGHES  FILM 






 CHINICH axi NEIL MACHLIS 
*mien  Produced































































































































































































 a year ago



















































places  in lustre y 









when  it cited 
that 49 
percent






locate Japan on 




























































President  ( 
Bush 
said









you  don't 
know
 where









just  off 
campus.




 tar..  
rlde,  We 
ere 
Christ  
centered  Bible 
011.-






 at 9 30 
A 1. 
Tuesday  












coming  to 
San 
Jo.  State -when,
 D. 6 in 
the 
ballroom  
Gel  your 
tickets 
now' A S 
Business  office
 SIO etu-
dents.  advance. 











money too For informetion  
and
 brochure 






GUIDANCE  Isn't 
II time 
you got down to the 
business  ol 
your Ilfe 









DO YOU NEED A 
CAR,,  Please call 
AL SIL VA art 




 Find out 
how 
you  can qualty to buy today' 
'79 DATSUN 510. 
spd.2 &new clutch 
.cloth seats.
 excint cond in out 
MOO. SS9-4246 iv message 
'75 
HONDA CVCC 
automatic.2  door 
runs but 













PC4)411111. COMpuler gccesortes. 




block  from 
affinpue.  
Network 











students  with ID Com-
puter at 
Accessories
 404 S THIRD 
ST





 $50 to 
$150  





$350.267-4490   
MUST SELL ' Off -white 
sole  and love-
oast with 2 lamps
 MS. ski rock 
$25, 
woman  s Nordics 
shl  boots 











 at BREUNERS) Looks now
 
Contemporary styling Cell Karen 
al 279-0572 
THE  BREAD 6 ROSES 
BOOKSHOP  






of history. political science. 






ies. labor history. and 
marsisrn  & 
sociellon should 
come  in end 
browse We al. have,
 In English 
trenslation,  Soviet terstbooks 
tn 
the social sciences We carry 
both new end used books in the 
rib.. gelds es 
well es fiction. po-
etry, children




periodicals   and the Jusn Cho 
con Gallery featuring political 





S Fl.st St 
San Jose. 
294-
29313.13 blocks south of 07280) 
HELP WANTED 
ACCOUNTANTS ROOK F FPERS. 
CL ERKS' Fern money
 while de-















ARTIST NEEDED FOR LOGO 
lyping 
Reese







B ACK TO SCHOOL 
."" ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, " 
Back to 
Work ,,,,,,, ,, "" ,,,,,, 
"ttit."  
Great lob opportunity 
for return 
Ing students Part gr. job seek-
er. etc earn 
top dollar doing tele-
mervering for No Cal. 
largest 
newspaper
 Fiesible hours for 
nexibi people all 
shifts  Call 
today  370-9096". 
CAMPUS rits.rch office needs 
20 hr 
flexible





OPPORTUNITY'.  Sled 
your  
own multi line insurance 
agency  
Up to S30.000 
guerentest  Com-
plete 
training  progrern 
et no 
cosi  
to you with  
millor company Call 
Wily 
371,4863  
DMA& F D FEMAI F 
NEEDS  Ortver for 
eulornatk 
lig van 4-5 times 
month, good pay Cell 
265-4330  








xxecce A GREAT JOB .11 er you 
preduate, G.In the communica-
tion skills you 
need nowt, 
SJSU mtreach to 
alumni pro -
elders 
viral training IL pay too 
Fleelble hours, cell /77-9206,1 
XP WAITRESS HELP 
0.1red  Apply 
daily alter 4 PM. Giorgio s. 1445 
Foxworthy Ave. SJ, 264-5781 




FOR APIS nr 
campus 
Must know repair 
plumbing




HOLIDAY  HELP 
NEEDED
 NOW" Welt 
personsbertenderstheme
 party. 














 sports and actly 
ties 
program
 in San Jo. 
Middle 
Schocris (Jr High) 
Sports  or 
Scouting background helpful. but 
not 
necessary 55 75 hr. cell 
Randy  al 249-6060 













 company Cell 
Mr Austin at 432-1197 
MONEY' 
MONEY.  MONEY' 
Teternarket
 your way to lots of it 
if your ambitious 
self -motivated 
and like people. 
call  us On the job 
trelnIng Immediate 













es.ry. cell 274-9247 





 $2S2 50 
a 
signature  F T. PT niske your 
own hours. 
Cali  243-4593. 
NOW 
HIRING   
Foodservers, busperson. dish
  
weal's.. cook Must be 
egr.slve
 
end achievement oriented 
COCO's FAMIL Y RESTAURANT. 
370 S Kiely Blvd . 244-3289. and 
700 S Winchester Blvd 
965.7434
 
PART ANO FULL TIME RETAIL F. 
Nagonel
 firm now hits 
Immediate  
openings!
 Starting pay 






Cuse of our Intensive on the 
lob 
!reining progrern
 Good math and 
reading 
skills ere  plus 
Some 
evening and weekend 
positions 
are available and some Ile...My
 
l allowed during final exams in 
addttion. If you qualify. corporate 
scholarships art awarded. 
intern-
ships  ore possible. end you may 
earn 2.3.4 credits per querter or 




On...kg. full lime work Is 
awaited.  
Call today
 for information and an 
Interview.
 or call Monday through 
Friday between 10 
end 3PM. 1406) 
922-0666  If the line is busy, 
please be pattern and try ageln 
An equal opportunity cornpany 
PART TIME BRIDAL SALES. At 
ternoon end eves. some Satur
 
day s For 
...Info..  358-2228 
PART 
TIME.
 your hoc. 
Fundrelse  for 
new 
political  party $250






TELEMARKETING  Be your 















.833 Ask tor Mr Badger 




-ell  shifts 
FT PT evening 
process servers 
We will train Apply In person SOF 
9AM-4PM,  260 Meridian Ave S J 
266-5680 
SECURITY RECEPTION ell shifts ft pt 
S5 -S6 hr to start Full benefits. no 
eeperlence need. 
Apply VAN-
GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott 
Blvd between Okott Sen To 
ma. Santa CI.. C.11 727-9793
 
SUNDAY CUSTODIAN for downtown 
church Hrs 8-1  PM. Sunday 
Contact Peggy at 295-2035 
TEACHERS 
PRESCHOOL'  F gentled 
day 12-6 PM dolly Must have ECE 
cr... good pay benefits 
Call
 
TODAY  723-9360 
TELEMARKETING roe STOCK-
BROKER' P eves. S7 50 hr .I 
ary honu Call Marty Dimond. 
Shearson
 lehmon Bros al 947-
1256 






VARtAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has  
r T opening for  receiving clerk 
1 yr materiel hendling eaperMnce 
required Must 
have  v.. driv 
e
re






VARIAN IMAGE TUBE INV he.  
FT PT opening on weekend shift 
for an automated equipment oper-
ator  Requires 1.3 yrs F M 
bly experience or 














Terry et 225-3610 
WAITER WAITRESS




now hiring for all 
hours  Will train 
CaN N35-7130.
 2631 Meridian 
Ave.  
11 J 




WEFKENDER, $6 SO hr to 
instal 
healthy. 
active,  diubled grad 
student frith 










Ns No  lases tees wItheld Call 
9135-0939
 Dean 
APT MGR NEEDED tor clean quiet 9 







mgr duties Perfficl for small f 
Ily or responsible singles I. °cid 
references reqrd call 144-1485
 











 prIvil Must be quiet 
8 clean $375 rno $150 dep 
Ave% 11 18 till Summer. 293.8952 
HOUSING
 
NEWl V REMODEL ED OFFICE spece. 
48 S 







ROOM FOR RENT 2 bedroom apart 
'rent 
In Sunnyvale FEMAL F only. 
S312 
15 rno 











onty 5395 to 5425 Su 
permarkel one block. bus at lite 
rail 
nearby  No pets Near 
inter-
section of 101 
880  
1058
 N 4th Si 
295-8641
 
3 BEIM. 2 RA clean quiet 
secure 
Small  pets o k 2 blks to campus. 
ti650 
mo
 Also avail 2 bdrrn 2 
ba 










gal 335 S 
Baywood
 Ave . San 
Jose. call 
247-7486
 lor appoint, 
ment
 









establish  a lasting 
relationstup.  Please 




HAIRCUT  MOOR S 
NEEDED 
Male-Fernale,MTh
 must be 
open 
minded







enjoys this, You hon. 
est, I m 5 9 





 Reply to Devid. 929 
In
 










rt s party You 
name


























 end much moref 
For 
info call HILL El at 
294-8311 
d like to meet  witty 
vivacious.  al 





 buay 27 yr. old 
engr & grad student multilingual 
& widely
 traveled I m 
genuinely  
good

















dancer) admire those w strong 
desire to learn tr..
 contr., 




 of 4 yrs
 I  
.ffirrated I en starting to 1.1 like 
meeting  someone You re es 
pressive.






Attempt  al triendship,, P 0 le 
160103. Cupertino. Ca 95016 
OVE AND ROCKETS are 
comIng
 to 
San Jose Stele. when, Dec 6 in 
the beam." 
of S U Get your tick-
ets now' A S 
Business  office. $10 
student
 advance. oeneral 512  
MAL F STUDENT.21 
seeks  mile for 
friendship, fun Entoy 
many  
activ  
ties. sports Dave P 0 Roe 642
 
Saratoga. Ca 95071 
SHO SHO. I miss you' I rn looking tor 
vffird
 to 5 intimate days with you 
over Thanksgiving RIG REAR 
TIRED OF HEARING & 
reeding  the 
.rne old Socialistic enti Arnert 
can 
viewpoint'
 Worried shout 
this country  tuture, 
There  s 
hope' 
American  opinion 







scNnce. homeschoolIng etc 192-
9343. 420 S Beacom 
WORSHIP AT 






CATHOI IC 6 30 
pm end
 8 00 












Father Bab lege. 
Stele? 
Judy





RARE IT AI ' Slop sheving. wetting. 
tweezing  
or using 
chemical  dope. 
lodes





unwell.'  halr 
(chin. 
bikini, tummy. moustache etc) 
1S percent
 
discount  to students  
end f.ulty
 Cali before December 
31,1967 and gel 
your  first appl at 
2 price Unwanted Heir DN. 
pears
 V41. My Care 
Gwen  Chei. 
gr. R F 559 3500 







 F YEW AR. 
Or 
Christopher 
Cabrera 0 n 
Chietity
 lost fiervic at try 
trernery
 
low ;eke Cornet.. eye sorn 
in 
cluding
 gleurnma check. com 
ogle rontact lenses 
servIce  for 
family 
Fashion 
frame.  and 
sun-
glas.s
 by the leading 
designers  
Super thin 
lenses  for high po 
Re 
Open  





 are ffirrnly 
wel 
come SJSU students
 stel ' 
ways 
have  




 St al 
9th. 























NEED CASH FOR COLL EGE, 
cirri  aid from the private seclOr it 
Overwhelmingly  negleCted . 
source At Scholastic Consul-
iants 
we have the resources to 
help you lap into the privet.  sec-
tor for financial ski No 
matter 
what






we can tind flnanciel 
aid sources tor which you are
 
guelifled 
We gueranlee Cell or 
write today for
 fr. Information on 
how 
you can receive I...wig ittd 
from the private .clar Write 
Scholastic Consultants,
 P 0 8. 
2744. Santa Clara. Ca 95055 Or 
phone 
243-3964  
NEED STATISTICAI HELP, ZBS Ro-
sser. Associates will input. ens-












512 95 rno No 
equipment 8 no 
phone needed Lots of features. 
.11977-3011
 
PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own 
phone, Easy with 
AMVOX   24 hr 
messaging
 service Pert.t for 
sororities fraternities & 
common
 interest groups Greet 









 of KSJS 
You ve got the party. 
we've  got 
the music' Michel ProduCtIOnS 
provides  
wide variety of music 
for your 
wedding.  party. or dance 
at reasonable rat. Call Dash. 
or Phil et 149-2820
 912-7359 
TREAT YOURSELF




scription -exempt product& 
for 
men 
women For FREE 
confi-
dential personal or group appl 
see call or write 
VIKTOR
 find 
dIstr ) at  SH 
211. M -F P 0 Box 9, 
S J. 95103-0009 or 
270-3774.  7-11 
PM Unique bus opply fundraiser 
WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 by KIRK 
KU7IRIAN" Distinctive portraiture 
with a sensitive ?ankh A veriety 
of plans to choose from ell re.-




24 HR PRIVATE VOICE message .rv 
ice No equipment 
to buy No 
phone  line necessary 977-3653 
TRAVEL
 
Alin INE COUPONS WANTED United 
Bonus Tr.ffil tickets. Western 
est. tickets or 
others Will pay up 
to $350 each Icash) CsH (916) 
739-0736 
or (800)648-1661 




lours. discount sir tickets, hotel 
reservations. etc FREE ticket cle-





AAAA  ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT. 
ACCOUNT
 ABil ITV. ACKNOWL 





SI SO per 
peg*  doub1e 
Available  seven days 
weekly 
Oulck 




A A 1 SECRETARY with computer 
CI°. to 
school  Avail night 6 
day 



























































































RE.SuLT OP WELFARE. 
WM' 





















FOUNTAIN  \ 



























































































San I )1C f, 
here
 they.  took a Cali-
fornia license 
plate off 


























identification  number. 
A further check
 revealed the 
car 
had been reported stolen frorn 
the 
13-year-old's driveway. 
His mother told police in Art-





The boys were held for inves-
tigation of 
vehicle theft and placed 
in the county's Juvenile Hall in 
()range.
 
Juvenile Hall officials said 
the pair 














Call P.m at 1205025 or 225-9009 
A 
BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, 
Ee-
perfenCed with school 
reports.  
tran.crIption.
 and group 
protects Pick Up Delivery, 






 Only 12 
minutes away Cell now to reserve 
time before the 
rush' (408) 94.-
3862 Prune.  Words and More 
ABSTRACT 















 so call us with pa. 
pers.reports. theses lesp SCI 
FRU) 




Years of exp., 
ence .rving 
SJSU  faculty and 
students
 HP laserjet 
output  All 
+fork guerenteed
 Minutes from 








theses a specialty 
Student 
diS.  












Pr.eesing  Theses. pa-
pers. resumes nd
 dis.rtalions 
Ail of your buniness or 
academic  
needs Serving Evergreen. SSJ 8 
 few 
minutes
 horn SJSU Student 





APA FORMAT. term paper, thesis 
wel-
comed  10 
years  typing word pro. 
ermine
 experience. letter 
quality  
pdnting Very competitive rates 
end fast turn around 
...bible  
Students 
receive di.ount Ac 
coss
 Data. 281-4982
 ask tor Te-
re. 
B1




































































006  10-14 
LtneS




























Lost & Found 
Computers  
area 




 of your resume. 
ecaderffic or 






CAL I I INDA 
TODAY. Avoid
 the rush, 
Re.rve  now




 promos.  thetas.
 MC 































woen  PROCESSING 
Thesis specialists Also





resumes. repetitive letters. Iren 
scrIplion 






 Santa Clara 246-5825 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
 your 











 etc All 
acad..<  
formats  APA Fr. disk
 stor-
ego. SPEL CHM 
punctuation  and 
grammar
 
sissIStanClf  All work 
guarenteed
 
Professional.  quick 8 
dependable .rvice at 
AFFORDA-
RI F RTES"'
 Cell Pam al 
247. 
26131 iSANT










types  of papers
 ell lengths 
51 60 




SI AS page. typing 
and full 



































from  school 
Pick-up  end de-
ilwery.
 too' 















fast,  Lel me 
help,  52 pg. di. 
sp 
Resumes  Ere $5 pg I 
. cam-
pus all day Tu.
 Thurs 
.rly 
m on Mon Wed Frl
 for 
Nay  p u 
and del -I 
only  type in 
the .e-
nings 









 and stu 




















punctuation  For prompt.
 7 day 
response.





RESUMES. PAPERS. WORD PRO-
CESSING.
 Fast turnsround Easy 
price 




 II WORD 






























& business ser. 
vices 













S 0 S " Group pro -
texts, lournels. says. mg< re-




cover letters for 1968 summer In. 
ternshIps 




Competitive  rates 
Also offer typing end WP 'reining 
 
individual











Clara  ore. Call Patti et 246-
%33 and leave 





























structors. small business Term 
pews. theses resumes. man 
uals. dismrtstions. mass matting, 
spell  check. etc 
Reesonable  
rates
 Cali X & R DESKTOP SERV-
ICES
 et 274.7562 Limn. 




 students and 
Wulff, 
Convenient  location oft 1-
280 It L  eigh 52 standard
 double 
sp.e peg* Cali (Ands at 998-
0764 
WRMNG RESEARCH
 SERVICES Ali 
nut:toots Oualified whets Re 
wrlting.  wilting paper
 and thesis 
de.ioffinent end Re 
mamas Word proc.sIng A 
re-
sults Catalog (415) 841.5036 
(Beriteley1  
YOU NAME IT 
WE DO IT, Word pro 
cssing ffirogropffic design 
sdo. 




 weekend servIce 
NEW MOON 














Print Your Ad Here
 
Count approvmately 
30 letters and spaces for 






















San Jose State University 
San Jose. 
California 95192 
Classified Dal Located Outside Diel201 
Hours 9.00A 




prior  to publication
 
 Consecutive publication 
dales  only 
 No refunds on canciellied ads 
a 
itilt:e  I 
111.1,1:111
 (inn . the means
 required  
tult 










 State. has stated
 






na igation  





 call\ tla s 
ot
 
the repuhlic... lion said "It 
also
 


















11:11!....1f1011  bet 
.111,C  AC ,1FC 0111 \ 
1)10 
let:111112 K 11%% .11111 ship`, 10 .1 
tam evient. 
the  A.11'. ettect 




'The United States 
has stated that it 
intends
 to secure 
freedom of 
navigation
 in the 
gulf.' 




eased  S role
 
















































toice in the 













loft,.  on, ihdt ,ourd 
ot 
lensie 
il necessary . and
 it ninth] 
ceitaiiil ha\ e hotel 
han..e 
maintaining  the 
tieedoin 
n.o.  lea 
non 
in the 





 am So \ 
let role 
in
 resol \ 
mg 
tht.- situation in the Mitldle 
Vast  
It the So% lets \\ ere 
hough!  in undo 
a regional agieement.
 It uould harm 
the 1 S tause of anmeomintinisni.
 
lioll said 
"To  this 
athininstration.  such
 a 








 out mon \ 
anon in 
most t is that 
ot 




The talk. \\ ere 
the 
Standing in front of a map of the 
Nliddle  East. S.ISI 
political




































Rattle said toe American Can 






.11 dle 117.1.1101 



























Quits  " 
 
"Smokele..
 Tohacto Is It 
Reall \ 
Sate  '" 











has a tar in 
sitle
 


















smoke's  .411 
kit"'  LIU" Cn 




 (..1117:e1 S717.1e1 
stir \ 






had noi returned to .111,4,111g 
lin, 







Hattie Omit, the 
Smokeow
 








































the nit mine 
strt k 
Battle  said Mai 







t him toi the SpillIg 
I  Ile 
ttliCS
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antl
 \ Loth 4 horn 
noon
 
to 1 p 





































117.7.1d1,  Ole Atilt:Ilk:all 
Put Some Fun 


















































































ichelob  Draft 
\\ 
purchase
 of am .ttnawith 
OUR WIDE 









AND 10 MORE 
gommmui 
80 E San Carlos 947-1333 
this conzn W SlSt1 ID or,IJ 
I 
NLY  FOR 




 AUTO  SERVICE 
OTHER S 
PEC IA LS 
 OS A 
wath sta. est 
WE'RE
 HERE 

















AUZEPAIS  4th 
Thurstko . 
November  19. 19K7/Spartan Daily 
Phone:
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a 171 
and  











 calls to the ot 
flee are being 
answered














 11S he -
not didn't lime am statis-
11,1.- .1 inn -dash aid. 
Nov,
 Nall 





v, ill Ile 
renotallet1  




























I his   
menu  selecr 
process 
n .1, used ii the 
phone  system  

















































requesting  an 
application.  

































Vigil.  there are 
3,500 phones throughout the cam-
pus. 
Prestdent:  Leaves post 
t /OM 




 that he is 
consio.1-










do\vn tioni Ins position Jul \ I . lc 
signet.] alter a f Re -menthe' te7.1e11 
panel appointed hy the (*SI' trustee..
 








school's faculty and the Loma fietich 
communitv to he 
tleteriorating. 
accortling  to an 
anon\ 1110LIS 
quoted in .111 Assot rated Press news
 
stor\ 







motet  at 
Long 





























 the patient 
ro








 \ C 
kk 
hen







''evireinelv upset... C/Dell 
said. "The 1111,,le thing's really kind 
ot bogus " 
Horn w a. lit




 the campus to 
run 



















fauli  hut oc-
curred became ot an accounting 
error  in 
the  











 Woo. president of 
San Fran-
cisco State Universif \ esigned Nov. 






resignation  is 
etteclive 
tu, 















 doubt on fish oil 
AN 
\ HI IM IAP)
 Fish oil 














d011171  7111 










 as cholesterol -lowering 
agents \\ hid) reduce heart disease. 













sonable amounts - capsules a 




































 can help 
with some of the 
lowest
 




















































ial  did 'Ilfor-
d 






















 there are 














 v car. 
.he deficit. CSU 
iti step in 
and 
S900.000 loan. 
it. school's  deficit
 
:hi', 'milt hut oc-

















ation  is 
effective 








heart  disease. 




ill fish oil in rea-



































See page 7 
Fast 
talker  























Schwarzenegger  looks forward 
to 
every day. 
"I've been doing it 
for  25 
years. and I've gotten such 
tre-
mendous joy out of working 
out, 
going to the 
gym.  lifting weights. 
pumping






 joy. hut millions of 
dollars  from his 
slam-bang  mov-
ies.
 After an uncertain





zenegger  found his audience 
with 
"The 












 The Tri-Star release
 is 
based  















slate who is 
stalked
 h) series





armed with chain 
saws. 
flame throv.



























play s a Soviet 



































wanted  me to he 
around  
22S. ery muscular, hut at 
the same 
time




 I SA. 
aS
 running a lot 




bic classes. hic 
cling  
and run-
ning. as well as some weight 
training. 
"For 'Red Heat, Walter Hill 
wanted me to lose 15 pounds. He 
wanted me to 
look 
very  Russian 
and bonv 




Schwarzenegger. who has 
launched a lucrative
 film career 
from his







say there's too much action and 
violence in the 
films, because 
they're
 not everyone's cup of tea. 
That's why there are different 
kinds of films: love stories, ac-
tion
-adventures. comedies."  
Schwarzenegger said. 
"The Running Man" may 
well be the most action -filled 
Schwarzenegger film yet, and you 
wonder how he can keep topping 
himself.
 
"When I pick a movie. I 
don't think in 
terms of 'topping 
myself.'  ... I'm trying 
to do 
one  
movie  at a time. 
and each
 time I 
think of the public out there: What 
will the public enjoy? What are 
the elements?" 
In May 1986. Schwarzeneg-
ger 
married
 newscaster Maria 
Shriver.  
He 











I live here in Los 
Angeles." he said. "On week-
ends
 when she hosts 
the 'Today' 
show on NBC. she flies to New 
York on Friday morning. 
and  she 
























 socialb, as econonm 
call I understand her 






























toward  the same goal, 
which is to 
make




The Entertainer  supplement
 is an 
arts/entertainment  guide
 that appears each 
l'hursday  
in 
the  Spart.. Daily.
 
Editor  








Sections  Manager 
Cheryl 
Chaffin  













 is a 
creative concept













Ties  that bond 
There
 
is a nesk 
pastime 
women 




















It's male bonding. 
I guess





 I am much more 











Last week a book entitled 
"Cliff's Notes on Men. A 
Summary of 
the  Weaker 
Sex" 
was 







passed the txxik around the 











 Notes w 
Inch
 
summarize literal y classics and 
got most 
of us 
through I Oth grade 
English. 
There










questions  at 
the
 
end ot each chapter sy 
imps's. 




reader Remember in 




 there was a 
blurb  




































































































'' We get a 
out of it 
heCallSe  

















rituals as Sports. 
Fighting,
 








favorite.  Drink k I 




 talk. "flie. 














 that women 
like 































































guessed by now, 
men  
are  all 
pretty 
much  the 
same. 





























































LET ME SHOW  
YOU) 
VIT 
HAS A INCH 
MoDEL





BUILT-IN Am itAinof 
vio/o/AuDio' 
DEPT.  























































' THEM A 
POCKET










I hursday , 
































































day at 7 and 9 p.m..
 Sunday at 4. 
6:30
 and 9 p.m.,
 and 
Tuesday








at Gunn High 
Sch(x)1  in 
Pal()












again  has 
proven  that 
animation  can 
be a 
work of art. 
The 












 films. "Land. 
Air & 
Sea," 

















I'm in Jail." 
Also. a 
taste of the 
outra-

















 on a 












 he usually 
watches  




which  are 




"One of the toughest 
parts  of 
the
 job is to call the artist up and 
to tell 
them




enough." he said. 
"It  hurts 
because these are 
struggling  artists 
who put a lot of 
effort  into their 
work." 




 answer five 
crucial  
questions:
 Does it have humor or a 
message'?  Does it 
have a beginng 
and an end'? 


















getting  our 








a film from Rus-




''That's Not The 
Same At All"). 
which is 
the first time in 10 years 
that country 





 the works 
of vv ell known animators like
 
Richard 
Condie's  "The Big 
Snit". 















will  have two films. 
the hilarious 
"Somewhere  in the 
Artic" and the completely immo-
ral "A 
Story."  
"We give as 
much  support as 
we can to people like
 Andrew and 
Juliet 
Stroud  (whose 
"Sn(x)kles"  















man  John 
Nloschitta 
,sret 
A frog dances in Sally Cruikshank's 
animation  short film ''Face Like A Frog" 
will  be the 
future
 Disney of an-




Peterson  this 
will  be his 
fifth
















 when he asked me if I 
would like to get involved." 
Pe-
terson said. "After working with 
them for two 















broke even with the first festival at 
SJSU,
 he remains 









Festival of Animation 
will  give 







tape gets old fast 




Comedy  albums and tapes 
are among life's extravagances 
which only the fairly 
wealthy
 can 
afford, or the very foolish waste 
their money
 on. 




just collect dust 
until






material  can stand 
the test of time
 - like Robin Wil-
liams  chances are the
 poor re-
cord or tape is forever doomed to 
the back of the record 
rack or tape 
case.  
Such is 
the fate of 
the  "10 -
minute University,'  a cassete that 
iokingly 
promises  "an 
education
 
equal, if not superior, to 
that pro-
vided in four years of traditional 
college .* 
In eight. one -minute 




and a concluding commencement, 
John Moschitta. best known as the 
fast -talking pitchman in Federal 










 funnier classes is 
Philosophy  201, w here Moschitta 
attempts to both explain epistemo-
logy and, just as in far t(x) many 
real -life philosophy classes. keep 
the students from falling asleep. 
"How do we know 
what
 we 








knovv.  if 
we really know it?" Moschitta 
asks. "This is not an easy course. 
How about the tree
 in the quad. 
Does 
that  tree really exist? Am I 
here'? How do I know? 
Are you 
there? If so, are you awake'? And 
what
 if I don't 
see  the tree,
 is it 
still there'.
 
Also funny is Moschitta's 
Psychology I "class.' ' 
"In 
psychology 1 we leam
 
to identify and 
correctly  label 
other people's
 sick. pathetic. neu-







wife who believes that the family 





conduct sadistic. mind -control ex-
periments




not playing with a full deck. 
That's because Betty has a par-










 the brain is made 
up








 of those 
cells  
steps  out of 
line?
 You guessed
 it: a 

















 political science. 
conversa-
tional Latin 
(because  every 
insti-
tute of 
higher learning has 
to offer 
ime course in a dead and 
com-












is funny, but not funny 
onough
 to justify 
shelling 


















 and even though 
he's  
talk ink. a 
mile a MOWN', 










cisiiv  " 






























































13) 1)ehorah .1. Kaplan 
1melita \lanes 
Daily staff writers 
\yr Ifthl hates
 \ lane 
itl alsit hale, 2oing 
laundionials
 and 
taking  the pine 
to 







net  ot 
the ( ktsts I 









can  he 









 do%11 in I 
and knem, could 
he 
profita-





 ot Southern 
California. 
But








took a cross itttintr nip to re 
seart.th 111C111 111 FaNI ant/ 
Sil1A  
20111111Clel  \ (1111CIVIII 
"Hack ka,st there ale latin 
dioniats
 ith hais and Lieliiales
 






there is neet1  
lot













." " "e11 6.)r "("'"'"%"'..'1' 
i pc. 
He 








 ot Mut 






























Stimia  night ha% ing
 
Inn doing their
 latintlr at 
the 





one in Santa 
Clara.  that are 
et.pippeil














































to v, ash 
,lothes
 
Chtistensen  has 




 a st/%21:11 eent. 










 aii.1 a snack 
har Also theie is 
,t 1111.111%,!e 1A11%.11A! 
people
 











































1 1.1111 141 eer!,thing. 













































































































Dady stall writer 








people  of all ages together 
through a nevi form of music that 
demanded as much from them as 
they. did 
from  u. 
Sadly.  the past few years 
have seen the meaning of rock and 
roll tarnished to sintple commer-






Fortunately . there is a ray of 
hope that 
rock may yet return to 
the time where it meant something 
in 
the form of a hand from Ireland 
called L12. 
Simply put. U2 is not only 
the finest rock band ot the 80s. hut 
the most important
 since the 
Hoy, 
cy
 er. the group 



















as they did 
this past 
weekend.  
There  was concern among
 
some 
fans that this performance 
would not be as memorable as last 
May's performance at the
 Cow 
Palace. because 
hig  stadium 
shovy s have a tendency to create a 
bigger gap between a band
 and 
their audience. 
Fortunately. I.12's Saturday 
night show proved that the band 
triuniphantly broke through the 
barriers
 to giye 
the sold out crowd 
of 




tuality  and, best of all. 








ive responses to the evening's 
warm-up bands. 








Evans  is the lead 
guitarist  for U2 
the Pretenders. then expltxted in 
jubilation as U2 came 
on stage. 
Lead singer Rono (whose 
real 
name is Paul Hewson)
 wear-
ing dark vest. black pants and a 
brown cowbody hat began the 
show with the noisy "Where the 
Streets 
Have  No Name" and "I 
Will Follow" with 
the crowd 
screaming the signature songs
 at 
the top of their lungs. 
RI.11 then Bono did something 
rather disturbing. In a response to 
an incident that happened last 





cert in San 
Francisco, Bono spray 
painted the words. "Rock and 
Roll. Stop the Traffic." on Ar-
mand Vat Ilanourt's The Vailla-
noun Fountain. This got hint a ci-
tation from the San Francisco  
Police Department. 
"The police have picked on 
the wrong band. Vv'e're U2. the 
Batman and 
Robin  of rock 
and 
roll." Bono said. "They 'lc call-
ing nte a vandal. I'm an artist. not 
a 
vandal 
Rom, then bniught sculptor 
Vaillanourt  on stage, who not 
only supported the lead singer's 
action. but proceeded to spray 
paint the 
the back drop with the 
words.  "Stop The Madness" and 
"Rock and Roll.
 Stop the Traf-
fic.' 
After Vaillanourt left the 
stage, U2 showed why 
they're 
nearing the peak of their powers 
with songs which have their own 
separate meaning. 
"Trip Through Your 
Wires." a song about finding spir-













While  the F,dge 
is easily the 
bolizes
 the 





munion this band has 




 Bono, who 
quickly  
made his ego 
a memory and gave 
a performance which 
makes hint 
one of the most significant 
lead 
singers 




shows Rono's rang,. of 
passion.  
dience.  
Futhermore, U2 has not only 
an emotional 
pull with the 
crowd,  
put almost
 a spirtual 
one  as well. 
The 
encore  nunihers











 that it seeps 
unto  
the view -
'We're U2, the Batman and Robin of rock and roll. They're 







"Bullet in The Blue 




peaceful  cities. is 
haunting.  
Lin sound 
quality has never 
sounded
 
better.  Adam Clayton's
 
constant. hard 
pounding on the 






Larry Mullen Jr. is devel-




 which has been 
get-






-war "Sunday, Bloody, 
Sunday-. 
Of course, 
1.12's most critical 
musical  element is 'The Edge 





rock today with a stinging. sharp 
guitar sound that 




urday night was no exception with 
incredibly' strong guitar solos on 
"Had" and ''New Year's Day". 
A quiet
 man who lets his guitar do 









 him a chance 
to ask 
people  to join the 






one  of Bono's 







 when he 
got 






 Bono's main 
appeal  in 
not 
in


















 ending hunger 
in toi 
ture or political 
injustice. 
The concert's 














a young woman from







 another female during 
"Ness  
Year's Day" and 
bringing a man 
from 










It is these 
actions  that sym 
er's 
spirit  and 




































































and  romance is skillfully 




 two settings - 
the 
kingdoms  of Sicilia and 
Bohe-
mia -- separated 









their  youthful 
prime to the wrinkles. aches 
and 
pains of old age. 
The kings of the two coun-
tries
 are played by Robert Sicular 
and Kurt Meeker. 
Sicular, who comes to SJSU 
courtesy  of 
Actor's  Equity Asso-
ciation, was the only
 actor in the 
play not affiliated with SJSU. 
The 
Berkeley native is cur-




 although he was 
previously




Repertory Theatre and San 
Francisco's Eureka Theatre. 
As Leontes. King ()I' Sicilia. 
Sicular undergoes a wide variety 
ot 
emotional changes during 
the 
course of the performance. At va-




 with grief 




 with joy. 
By 
the time the second 
act 
begins 16 
years  later. Leontes has 
















 plays Polixines. 
King of Bohemia.
 Polisines is a 
v.idower with a young son, Flor-
in!! (Charles McKeithanl. Meeker 
portrays the king as a gxxxl-na-
lured. hearty man with a 
booming 










































and  accuse 
her that the 
baby she is 
carrying is 
actually 
the child of the 
Bohemian  
king. not 
his. Leontes has his 
queen arrested 
and  the new -horn 
child banished to a cold, snowy 
mountainside and left to die. 
Of course, the child does not 
die. She is found by a 
shepherd
 
(Gregory Rehrig) and his son (Mi-
chael LaMera 
They raise her as a 
part of their own






As Perdita grows up. Flor-
in!.





 her and 
wants to marry 
her. Their plot 
is 
discovered by 
Polixines.  who 
re-
fuses to let 
then) be wed 
because  
she is not a princess 
or so he 
thinks. 









 Award, and 
Fruge are the 
epitome  of a young
 couple in 
love, much like 
Romeo and Juliet. 












































































 that the letters 
R.E.M.  
stand  
for Rapid Eye 
Movement.
 
the most intense 
stage of dream-
ing. Last 




 was made 
to 
rename 
it Raunchy Eye Makeup. 
Michael 
Stipe,  gniup 
front -
man and 
lead crooner for 
the 
Athens.  





























































receive  steady 
airplay
 on commer-




 is "Document." 
the 
fifth 











Bill  Berry 
and bassist
 Mike Mills 
to revive a 
near -sellout 
crowd  that had 
been 











 have jolted the 
crowd any better than R.E.M.. 
who 
immediately  thrust into a 
firey version of "The 
Finest 
Worksong".  another popular cut
 
from 


































anchored  by  cuts from 
"Docu-
ment"  and their 1986 LP, 
"Fa-
bles of the 
Reconstruction."  
Toward the end of the show. 
they played older cult favorites 
like "Radio Free Europe." War-
ren 7.evon. known best for his hit 
single, "Werewolves of Lon-
don". made a brief appearance to 





ric out -patient with his messy war 
paint, baggy white outfit and po-






Those included a live -second 
rendition of The Pledge of Alle-
giance spat out at tongue twister 
speed, a fear -filled muttering of 
the Army's "Be All That You 
Can Be" theme, and a confusing 








 but sounded about 
as well-oiled as a strained larynx 
can sound. He'll never be a nomi-




 that leave listeners spinning 
in a peaceful time 
warp.  
Since 
his modest beginnings 
as a student at the
 University of 
Georgia. Stipe has blossomed into 
one of the more 
dynamic  and crea-
tive subjects to strangle a micro-
phone on the rock circuit  in recent 
years. 
He is the 
reason that 
R.E.M. is gaining recognition as 
one of America's
 hest bands. 
DANCE YOUR 
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 November 19, 1987 
Potpourri 
Sue Bowling  Daily stall 
photographer  
The Sports City 
Cafe was 
the site of a grand 
opening party. 
The  guests included such 
sports  celebrities
 as 
Carl  Lewis and 













started as a 
dream 
became a 
reality  for six members 
of the San Francisco 49ers last 
Thursday night when their restau-
rant, Sports City Cafe. opened 
with a 
posh  party. 







to do this 
as a 
team," Lott said. "We've 
done 
everything
 else as a team."
 
Lott told his teammates about 
his dream restaurant two years 
ago. Five teammates. defensive 
backs 
Carlton  Williamson and 













among  the 
guests  
Clark. 
and running back Roger 
Craig, liked 
Lott's  idea. 
From the time the six agreed 
to invest in the restaurant, it was 
anything  but easy. 
"It took








planning  focused 














wanted to attract. 
The food. prepared chet 
Larry Kant. is described as Amer-
ican hardwood
 grill with the menu 
ranging 
from ribs to lamb chops. 
Kant has 12 years




 is cheerful 
and friendly




 any person would feel wel-
cinne
 
'We wanted a place 
that has 
a touch of elegance - 
not 
stuffy ' Turner said. 
As for the clientele. the six 
agree that they want to attract as 
many different kinds of people as 
they can. 
"This isn't just a sports 
har,' Craig said.
 "This is a place 
where we want everyone to feel 
welcome." 
After all the planning
 and 
building, the time came for the 
unveiling of the 
Sports
 City Cafe 
with a private party.. While the in-
vited guests milled around admir-






smiles as wide 
as
 the Mississippi 
River. 
'I caul believe this is really 
happening." Craig said. "This 
hasn't 
sunk  in yet." 
One
 rooni, which 
received  a 





artifacts of other 
sports 







Pete Rose and Mickey Mantle. 
Kureem Abdul-Jabbar's goggles, 
and running 
shoes from Carl 
Lewis. 
"Roger contacted me for the 
shoes," Lewis said. "I was more 
than 
happy to take part in the 
opening.' 
Willianison said that it 
was 
planned
 to locate Sports City Cafe 
in Cupertino in conjunction with 
the 49ers' planned move to its 
new training




wanted  to 
be
 able to go 
to mime place in Santa Clara 
County after practicing." Wil-
liamson said. "This is the place 




get  the idea that 
Craig. Williamson. Wright, 
Turner, Lott and Clark will be 
there all the
 time. 
"We don't want to lose track 
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